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The results show that unlocking the phone does not void the warranty. Phones in this survey have been in use for an average of three years. And only one
manufacturer has an explicit warranty that screen damage doesn’t void the warranty – Huawei. Huawei just confirmed on Twitter that the P9 will not get Huawei's

EMUI 9.0 skin, it will instead get the new EMUI 9.1 skin released on the Honor View 20, Honor 20, Honor 9, and Honor 9 Lite. Otherwise, it's still rocking with EMUI 9.0
until a final update. Next, connect to your computer using your USB cable. Open up a command prompt (if you are on windows 7 run cmd.exe, if you are on windows

8/8.1/10 run powershell) or a shell and navigate to the folder where you extracted Huawei-rootkit. After the handshake with Huawei server, it will have an error.
Press Ctrl+C if you are using cmd (if you are on Windows you can use power shell instead). After connecting your Huawei phone to the computer, you will need to
generate “DEVICE_SECRET” then “DEVICE_PASSWORD”. If you are on Windows you can open “a windows command prompt” on the computer, open shell and type

those cmds, if you are on other os like Mac or linux you can open the terminal and do those cmds and then type some commands to “fastboot devices” or “adb
devices” then wait for the output that the devices that connected But the same bootloader and unlock code will work for all Huawei devices. The code of bootloader

is embedded in different devices in different form, Huawei has its own custom bootloader that is the reason why it is much easier for people to unlock Huawei
bootloader.
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Unlocked on AT&T-
UMA Prepaid SIM
onlyFirst things

first, plug in your
Huawei into the

laptop, and launch
the Huawei

ModemUnlocker
Tool on your

laptop. Next, make
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sure you have the
correct device

serial number of
your Huawei device

you would like to
un-lock. If not sure
what serial number
the Modem of your
device has, here is
a list with all the
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Huawei Modem
Serial Numbers:
Huawei Modem

Serial Number List
HuaweiModemUnlo
ckerv5.8.1b How to

Unlock Huawei
Modems using

Huawei Unlocker
toolIf you have
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already unlocked
the bootloader of
your device, make
sure you have a

GSM SIM Card. For
some reason, the

AT&T SIM cards are
incompatible with
the modem that

has been unlocked.
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Therefore, we will
not be able to

unlock the
bootloader on the
device. We, at the
HuaweiModemUnlo
ckerTool team, love

to see our users
succeed in

unlocking their
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Huawei Modem. If
you unlock

successfully, all
good! If your

device didnt get
successfully

unlocked, Please
report the issue on
any of the forum of
HuaweiModemUnlo
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ckerTool.
Meanwhile, dont

panic. Here are the
reasons which

might have caused
a failure to unlock

your Huawei
Modem: If you are

having the problem
with - Dell, HP,
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Lenovo, AMD, Acer
etc. Your device is
eligible to unlock

the bootloader but
has no drivers for
the device. Make
sure you have the

correct USB
Drivers, and latest

drivers for your
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device. If the error
message says

'Eligible, but no
Drivers', read the
instructions below

to use generic
drivers. Also try
searching for the
correct drivers for

your device at
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Lenovo or HP
websites. If there
are no drivers, no

drivers are
available or your

device is
incompatible with
the current driver,
the ModemUnlocke
rTool wont detect
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your modem.
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